Safety meetings keep everyone’s mind on working safely. Time taken to review a safety topic highlights the company’s commitment to a safe work environment. Some employers like to hold safety discussions when they issue paychecks, or at other natural gathering times. Dodson’s Safety Tip provides a safety topic and sample text for a meeting or a safety break.

Safety Topic: **COMMON SENSE AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION**

Generally speaking, we are not born with common sense, we acquire it throughout life. Actually, common sense is really common experience--we learn about life from others' experiences as well as our own. Awareness of your environment, self-preservation and concern for your fellow workers are all factors in good common sense. Contrary to popular opinion, all workers can prevent themselves from getting hurt. The easy way to avoid pain is to observe how others have taken risks and been injured, rather than learning the hard way--from your own injury. That's common sense!

The experts say at least 80% of industrial accidents are caused by unsafe acts on the part of employees--and not by unsafe conditions. Although employers are required by law to provide a safe and healthful workplace, it is up to you to be aware of your work environment and follow safe work practices. By avoiding unsafe acts and practicing common sense, your work will go smoother, with less chance for accidents.

Statistically, most accidents are caused by unsafe acts, including:

- **Being In A Hurry** - Sometimes there is more concern for completing a job quickly instead of safely. Take time to do a good job and a safe job.

- **Taking Chances** - Daring behavior or blatant disregard for safe work practices can put the whole work team at risk. Follow all company safety rules and watch out for your fellow employees. Horseplay is never appropriate on the job and can lead to disciplinary action.

- **Being Preoccupied** - Daydreaming, drifting off at work, thinking about the weekend and not paying attention to your work can get you seriously hurt or even killed. Focus on the work you are paid to do. If your mind is troubled or distracted, you're at risk for an accident.

- **Having A Negative Attitude** - Being angry or in a bad mood can lead to severe accidents because anger nearly always rules over caution. Flying off the handle at work is potentially dangerous. Keep your bad moods in check, or more than one person may be hurt. Remember to stay cool and in charge of your emotions.

The information contained in the Safety Topic are believed to be reliable and correct. We accept no legal responsibility for the correctness or completeness of this information. It is not intended as advice or assistance with specific workplace safety issues and following the guidelines in the Safety Topics does not guarantee compliance with specific safety standards, federal or state laws and regulations or local codes and ordinances.
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Failing To Look For Hidden Hazards - At many jobsites, work conditions are constantly changing. Sometimes new, unexpected hazards develop. Always be alert for changes in the environment. Hidden hazards include spilled liquids that could cause slips and falls; out-of-place objects that can be tripped over; unmarked floor openings one could step into; low overhead pipes that could mean a head injury; and other workers who don’t see you enter their hazardous work area.

Remember to stay alert for hazards, so you won’t become one more accident statistic: You can do a quality job without rushing. Maintain a positive attitude and keep your mind on your work. This is just common sense--something smart workers use!
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